Case Study

Bloomingdale Park District
Relocating, Reconstructing and Redesigning an Entire Tele-Network
Here’s a project that encompassed several years, required new construction, new
infrastructure and temporary space in a shopping mall. The park district board at
Bloomingdale, IL won approval to redesign their main facility called Johnston Recreation
Center. The big challenge was determining where all the staff and their services were
going to operate during the construction phase.
In terms of tele-network (phones, voice service and internet) everything had to move and
operate under some interesting circumstances. RAM was asked to move the network and
keep it functioning in completely different environments with various cabling and
electrical challenges.
Due to space restrictions, staff members were relocated from the JRC building to several
facilities including the local shopping mall. This change required a new network for the
phone system. All the phones were reprogrammed to function in a distributed network
environment. The system had to function in four different facilities as if everyone were in
the same building. With the help of Links Technologies, RAM’s team was able to design
and reconnect the system successfully. Part of the temporary design included an SDWAN
(Software Defined Wide Area Network) service. The SDWAN service was critical in keeping the
distributed network alive and functioning during peak usage.
The biggest challenge was bringing new services to the JRC building. The facility was in
need of faster speeds and more efficient network capacity. To accomplish these goals
RAM researched the options and helped Bloomingdale settle on new fiber infrastructure.
RAM organized and managed several site surveys with AT&T engineering and our
partner, Advanced Data Technologies. The surveys were critical for determining the best
physical location for service and the lowest possible construction cost. The fiber project
took over three months to complete. With Advanced Data’s help we were able to keep
construction costs as low as possible and meet buildout deadlines for the general
contractor.
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Bloomingdale Park District: JRC Remodel

The new tele-network included several improvements over the old
system. For starters, internet capacity doubled allowing end users
to work more efficiently than before. Voice and internet
redundancy were both addressed in the new design. The park
district now has an SDWAN router in place that manages
redundant internet services.
In addition to new technologies, RAM was able to help
Bloomingdale phase out some old ones. Faxes were still necessary
for the maintenance and JRC operations. However, RAM was
able to replace outdated (and expensive) analog phone lines with
IP fax modems. This solution saves money and eliminates another
invoice for the accounting team.
Overall, RAM dedicated considerable time working with
Bloomingdale and its vendors to construct a new, better telenetwork. Careful planning, communications and site visits kept
the transitional interruptions to a minimum so the Bloomingdale
staff was able to get back to work smoothly in their renovated
home.
“The transition out of our old building into temporary
space, and then back into a renovated building was
seamless,” said Bloomingdale Park District Director of
Marketing & Communications Josh Hendricks. “And
that’s because of RAM Communications. They never
missed a beat. We moved back into a renovated building
with upgraded technology with hardly any cost
increase. I highly recommend RAM Communications
for any telecommunications project.”
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2/27/19 update:
During our meeting with AT&T, ADT and
the GC on 2/24/19, we were able to
make the following conclusions and
recommendations.
The 2” conduit link between Oasis and
JRC is a viable alternative to the west
end proposal. There are several
advantages. First, overall equipment and
labor is greatly reduced (by $17k).
The new plan calls for AT&T to use the
‘north path’ for their fiber and install
their fiber equipment in the Oasis
electrical closet (3). Advanced Data will
bore a path along the sidewalk on the
the north property border and come in
to the electrical closet under the pool
sidewalk (2&3). From the Oasis Electrical
Closet, the GC’s cabling team will install
ethernet cables and connect in the new
IT Room (4). We’re recommending Cat6e
network cable because of its high
capacity (10Gigs) and low cost. The
conduit’s distance from Oasis to the IT
Room is approximately 280 feet. This
falls well within the distance threshold
for Cat6e cable. Therefore we can avoid
the significant costs of extending the
fiber through the conduit. There will be
plenty of room for future expansion as
the conduit will be equipped with 50gigs
of capacity.

AT&T extension

The JRC Building Remodel Project was completed in the spring
of 2019. At that point the tele-network had to be relocated back
to the main building. The new fiber network was connected to the
updated computer network and tested. Over two days all the
phones were relocated back to JRC, reprogrammed and ready for
use on the new fiber network.
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The 2” conduit link
between Oasis and JRC will
be the new path for
extending the fiber service
(via ethernet) to the IT
room in JRC.
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RAM worked with AT&T to design and install the
new fiber network for Bloomingdale Park District.

Highlights:

• designed and installed a new fiber infrastructure to meet Bloomingdale’s updated needs
• preserved PBX investment and kept it functioning during all build-phases saving Bloomingdale thousands of dollars in capital costs
• improved internet performance and improved redundancy without increasing budget
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